Renault CAPTUR
Capture your senses
Bookings open

Capture your senses
After turning heads on the streets of Russia,
Argentina, Brazil and beyond, the Renault CAPTUR
now makes its way to India. Bearing the distinctive
expressive styling that is a hallmark of its rich
lineage, the Renault CAPTUR is a whole new class
of vehicle – India’s ﬁrst premium SUV with strong
crossover DNA.

The Renault CAPTUR’s striking exterior exudes
sophistication. The dual tone sculpted roof,
chrome studded front grille and Innovative
Lighting System enhance its visual appeal,
and are a nod to Renault’s commitment to detail.
On the inside, it’s just as captivating. The exclusive
interior with plush ErgoDesign leather seats
complements state-of-the-art technology features
like the Intelligent ULC 3.0 to create an experience
that truly captures your senses.

Designed to inspire awe
The Renault CAPTUR blends a bold, assertive
presence with expressive styling. Its dual tone
exterior comes in a range of fashion-inspired colour
combinations. Accentuating the car’s dynamic lines
are a host of distinctive design details. The R17
Crystal Cut alloys enhance its agile stance, while
Renault’s iconic C-shaped Sapphire LED DRLs,
Floating Side Indicators and Sparkle Full LED
headlamps give it a truly unique lighting signature.

The Renault CAPTUR’s expressive design is carried
forward on the inside. The Global First PLATINE
EDITION features ultra-premium white and gold
interiors and LED ambient lighting. Together with
an elevated driving position that offers
wraparound panoramic visibility, the Renault
CAPTUR sets a new benchmark for comfort.

Intelligence meets intuition
The Renault CAPTUR brings to life Renault’s
OneIntegration concept that seamlessly connects car and
driver. A unique Smart Access Card helps you ease into a
world that’s connected and comfortable. OneIntegration
further extends to the advanced Inﬁnity Instrument Cluster,
the Intelligent ULC 3.0 with in-built rear parking camera and
the Auto AC with surround white illumination that ensures
the cabin is always optimally cooled – both in the front and
back rows.

Safety in the Renault CAPTUR is just what you expect it to
be – intuitive and uncompromising. State-of-the-art
features like Cruise Control and Speed Limiter complement
front and side airbags to ensure safety always comes ﬁrst.

Present in 75 COUNTRIES

1 MILLION CARS on road globally
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